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Motivation

Fig: Raw wheat spectra

NIR spectra of 100 wheat samples (sample size = 100)
2-nm intervals from 1100-nm to 2500-nm (dimension = 701)
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Motivation

Fig: Raw wheat spectra

Problem: the dimension is much larger than the sample size
Solution: reduce the dimension of the predictors

Regressing on components (PCR and PLS)
Smoothing methods (express the coefficient function on a spline
basis)
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Motivation

y = (y1, ..., yn)T and X = (x1, ..., xn)T , nxN.
Goal: seek α and ω to make

||y− α1− Xω||2

small
For N large, we have the problem of multicollinearity
Solution: Functional versions of PCR and PLS
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Penalized B-Spline Expansion (PBSE)

Project ω onto a B-spline basis and add roughness penalty to the
criterion to solve the problem of multicollinearity,

||y− α1− XBβ||+ λβTPTPβ

B is an NxK B-spline basis design matrix
βTPTPβ neasures the roughness of the function β = Bβ, e.g.

PTP = (

∫
B

′′
i (t)B

′′
j (t)dt)1≤i,j≤K

PBSE gives consistent estimates of the true coefficient function
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Principal Component Regression (PCR)

Seek for uncorrelated linear functions V′X that maximize its variances.
V is the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix XTX.

X = UDVT is the SVD of X
U (left-sigular vectors) and V (right-sigular vectors) are unitary
matices
U are orthonormal eigenvectors of XXT

V are orthonormal eigenvectors of XTX
Let UA, DA and VA be the trancated-at-A versions of the SVD matrices

UA and VA consist of the first A columns of U and V
DA is the AxA upper left submatrix of D
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Principal Component Regression (PCR)

The columns of the new design matrix XVA are the first A PCs. The
unconstrained regression problem becomes

||y− α1− XVAζ||2

The A-component PCR model includes the A PCs with the largest
variances
The PCs are chosen without considering how well they predict the
response
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Partial Least Squares (PLS)

Fig: schematic outline of PLS
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Partial Least Squares (PLS)

PLS seeks components that are most relevant to predicting the
outcome.

PLS produce X-scores t and Y-scores u; X is nxN and Y is nxq
t = XW, W is NxA
u = YC, C is qxA
One definition for the PLS factors of Y and X is given by

The model can be fitted by algorithms such as SIMPLS
The regression problem becomes:

||y− α1− XRAζ||2
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FPCR with B-Splines

The B-spline PCR solution with A components will minimize

||y− α1− XBVAζ||2

ζ ∈ RA

VA is derived from the SVD of XB
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FPCR with B-Splines

The B-spline PCR solution with A components will minimize

||y− α1− XBVAζ||2

ζ ∈ RA

VA is derived from the SVD of XB
The approach of Functional PCR:

Project onto a B-Spline basis
Smooth through truncation by PCs
Use a roughness penalty

can be carried out in two ways: FPCRC and FPCRR
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FPCR with B-Splines

FPCRC: Apply a roughness penalty to the PCs themselves, then
choose an appropriate number of these functional principal
components. We seek to minimize ||y− α1− XBṼAζ||2

The columns of ṼA are functional PC loading vectors, which are
orthonormal vectors v that successively maximize

vTBTXTXBv
vT(I + λPTP)v

The principal components are “functional”
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FPCR with B-Splines

FPCRR: Add a roughness penalty to ||y− α1− XBVAζ||2 and minimize
the resulting penalized sum of squares.

FPCRR minimizes

||y− α1− XBVAζ||2 + λζTVT
APTPVAζ

ζ ∈ RA

VA is derived from the SVD of XB
The regression incorporates a roughness penalty and thus shares
the “functional” character
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Functional Partial Least Squares

FPLS has two types:
FPLSC incorporates a penalty into the construction of the
components
FPLSR uses a penalty in the regression, which minimizes

||y− α1− XBRAζ||2 + λζTRT
APTPRAζ

RA is derived with design matrix XB
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FPCR and FPLS

There are several ways to choose λ
GCV: find the λ that minimizes the GCV criterion

1
n
||(I−Hλ)y||2/

[
1
n

tr(I−Hλ)

]2

,

where Hλ is the hat matrix

Fitting a Linear Mixed Model: minimizing
||y− α1− XBVAζ||2 + λζTVT

APTPVAζ is equivalent to maximizing
the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) criterion

Estimate λ through restricted maximum likelihood (REML)
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FPCR and FPLS

The Minimum Mean Integrated Squared Error Value of λ, we can
construct a plug-in estimate for ω following

Calculate ω0 by setting λ = 0
Estimate the error variance by σ̂2

0 = ||y− ȳ1− Xω̂0||2/(n− A− 1)
Substitute ω̂0 and σ̂2

0 into

Insert the resulting root λ̂ into
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Numerical Illustration

Spectroscopic data dets:
Wheat data set:

Predictors:
NIR spectra of 100 wheat samples (sample size = 100)
2-nm intervals from 1100-nm to 2500-nm (dimension = 701)

Responses: samples’ moisture content and protein content
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Numerical Illustration

Spectroscopic data dets:
Gasoline data set:

Predictors:
NIR spectra of 60 gasoline samples (sample size = 60)
2-nm intervals from 900-nm to 1700-nm (dimension = 401)

Responses: octane number
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Numerical Illustration - Simulations

Two true coefficient functions
Smooth function:

Bumpy function:
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Numerical Illustration - Simulations
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Numerical Illustration - Simulations
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